Whether you’re into luxe dude ranches with plenty of Western-style comforts, down-home resorts where you can swing your feet over a dock, or lavishy-appointed city hotels electric with urban vibes, there’s no shortage of ways to spend a night in this big, beautiful country. Here are the number one places to stay in every state—hotels and resorts, alike—as voted by you in our latest Readers’ Choice Awards survey.

HOTEL
Florida: Faena Hotel Miami Beach →

There’s a bit of an ‘Alice in Wonderland’ feel to the Faena, and this carries through into the rooms—particularly with the smaller accents and pieces of furniture you’ll find yourself “discovering” as your stay progresses. Outside, the hotel makes the most of its 100,000 square feet of private white-sand beach, and if you find yourself asking, “Did I just see a golden woolly mammath skeleton in a glass cage?” the answer is yes—you can thank artist Damien Hirst for that one.